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SOLUTIOnS 
FOR EVERY SPORT 
anD EVERY FOOT TYPE
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customised 
skiboots

insoles & 
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heat & dry

on skin
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Dear customers,

We are delighted to unveil our new Sidas offering for winter 13-14, comprising three major initiatives 
for meeting the needs of everyone: 360°, 3Feet® and Black Project.

Thank you for your custom,
The Sidas team.

the 360° offering: this covers 
all of the foot's requirements 
for winter comfort: insoles, 
boot liners, warming products, 
technical socks and shin 
protectors.
Discover our innovation for  
13-14: Central Woman H,  
the first thermoformable 
warming boot liner!

the Black project offering: 
a 100% customised offering 
of the very best technology, in 
partnership with world's top ski 
brands. 
Discover exclusively the new 
Cx-MAx and Cx-pro cases 
that come with the Sidas 
booster strap.

the 3Feet® offering: the ever-
growing 3Feet® range meets 
the needs of every foot type. 
Take an exclusive look at  
the Clog, the 3Feet® 
innovation for winter 13-14!
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+BLACK 
LEVEL

create a 100% customised boot
with an injected liner.
offering available only to Black Project boot fitters.

it comprises the very best Sidas technology:
• The best shells, in partnership with Salomon and Head.
• The best injected or thermoformed liners.
• The best Custom insoles.
• The best warming technology.
• The best boot fitters trained by Sidas.

CUSTOMISED 
SOLUTIONS

the SIDAS 360° offering
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RED 
LEVEL

this offering is for shops who want to be able to offer
customised insoles and liners.

it comprises Sidas thermoformable solutions:
• Flashfit™ and Custom insoles.
• Thermoformed liners.
• Socks.
• Warming accessories.
• Shin protectors and Custom.

PERSONALISED  
SOLUTIONS 

the SIDAS 360° offering
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this offering comprises non-personalised, 
ready-to-wear solutions:
• 3D insoles.
• Socks.
• Warming accessories.
• Shin protectors.

READY-TO-WEAR 
SOLUTIONS

the SIDAS 360° offering
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Marie Marchand Arvier is an alpine skier who has been making a name for 
herself for years.  
she came top of the french super-g championship in 2011 and second  
in the 2009 world championships. she's been using sidas warming insoles  
for 3 years, and now never skis out without them!

• Custom Ski insoles • Custom Ski insoles• hotdryer • PRO battery• 3Feet® sofa sandals • PERFORMANCE socks

AlPINe SkIbIAtHloN

Sidas, partnering top athletes in every sporti ng discipline

Her SIDAS productStHeir SIDAS productS

the fourcade brothers are biathlon specialists. 
Simon Fourcade is 4 times junior world champion and is currently 13th  
in the world cup general classification. 
Martin Fourcade, his little brother, is currently first in the world cup general 
classification. they both use sidas insoles for biathlon.



guilbaut
COLAS

tony
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guilbaut is the 2011 single moguls world champion. 
He has racked up 13 world cup victories and is currently preparing for  
the 2014 Winter Olympics in Sochi.  
He has been using Sidas products since 2003. 
"For me, having customised boots is essential. Several times a year I go to 
Sidas to have customised liners and insoles made, but also to re-shape my ski 
boot shells. I totally depend on my Sidas boots!"

tony ramoin is a snowboarder with a reputation as a boardercross specialist. 
He won the bronze medal at the Vancouver Winter Olympics in 2010 and  
is 6 times winner of the french cup.  
his favourite products are injected liners in his snowboarding boots and 
custom insoles: "sidas has found the solution to my foot problems. 

SNoWboArDmogulS

Sidas, partnering top athletes in every sporti ng discipline

• Custom SKI insoles• Transfoam PU liners •  Transfoam Flex 
innerboots PU liners

•  Custom SKI insoles 
with PRO batteries

• 3Feet® lounge sandals • 3Feet® lounge sandals

HiS SIDAS productSHiS SIDAS productS
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Sizes Mp: 23 - 26.5

Sidas has come up with the very first warming thermoformed boot liner designed 
especially for women. This boot liner is the result of a combination of two innovative 
technologies developed by Sidas:
• Warming systems comprising batteries connected to heating elements.
• Thermoformed boot liners.
These two technologies have now made it possible to create the first thermoformed 
warming boot liner.

A liner for women
This liner was developed especially for women, as such it features a high, open collar 
with greater flexibility. By perfectly fitting the anatomy of the female foot it provides 
optimal comfort and sensitivity.

Integrated warming system
This is the warmest boot liner in the world, firstly because it is made entirely of EVa, 
which provides excellent thermal insulation.
In addition to its insulating construction it incorporates heating elements connected to 
a battery that produces gentle, constant warmth for up to 6 hours. It is on the outside 
of the boot liner, making it easily accessible whilst skiing.

tHe wArmeSt women'S boot liner

1. Synthetic sheath lining: CoMFort and WArMtH

2.   Tailored to the female anatomy: more open and more 
flexible upper cuff. optIMUM CoMFort and SeNSItIVItY

3.    Integrated Sidas heating elements: produce a gentle, 
constant warmth for optIMUM tHerMAL WeLL-BeINg.  
Can be used with the pro or one3 battery. Liner supplied  
on its own (order batteries separately). 

4. Central tongue for maximum precision

5.   Laces for improved foot support

6.  Fat insole for easier moulding

ceNtrAl WomAN H CCHCFCeNTWOH13
(without battery pack)
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This compact and solid battery provides up to 6 hours of warmth when you simply press 
a button. It is easy to use and has three warming modes to bring your feet the gentle 
and constant warmth that they need.

Characteristics:
- 3 warming modes for perfect warmth
- 6 hour battery life
- Easy to clip on
- Lithium-ion battery
- 100 - 240 V / 50 - 60 hz
-  Delivered with a universal charger (connector for use in EU/USa/GB) or specific 
charger per country (see codes below).

- 2-year warranty (via Internet registration)

The smallest heating system for your feet. 
This compact battery provides up to 4 hours of warmth as soon as it is turned on. 

Characteristics:
- 4-hour battery life
- Easy to clip on
- Lithium-ion battery
- 100 - 240 V / 50 - 60 hz
- Delivered with a universal charger (connector for use in EU/US/Uk) in the nano Set Boost
- 2-year warranty (via Internet registration)

Available only as a set (NANo Set BooSt).

The warming 3D insole combines high-performing warming elements for real thermal 
comfort, and also provides exceptional support and cushioning of the foot.  
Compatible with the batteries in the Sidas range.

The soft fabric top layer provides good cushioning and insulation from the cold.   
Multi-size insole with handy trimming lines on the reverse.
Compatible with the batteries in the Sidas range.

Custom Ski insole with directly integrated warming elements.  
Easy to mould to the customer's feet, the Custom process remains the same. 
Compatible with the batteries in the Sidas range.

the custom designed insole. Includes Custom SIDaS coverings and warming elements 
for insoles. In the shop, the expert boot-fitter fully adjusts the insoles to the feet and the 
sport, with the added comfort of warmth. Works with SIDaS batteries.  
The pack includes 2 top covers and 2 heating elements.

The new heating element is thinner and more effective.  
The thinner element is easier to fit in the Custom insoles,  
and its new connector makes it more resistant to external stress.  
The connection has been reinforced to make it more robust  
and longer-lasting.

NANo

WINter H FlAt CSeSIWINTeRH

VolcANo HeAt CSeSIVOLCH12

Pro HepRO12

bAtterIeS INSoleS

oNe3

HeONe3IN13 ONe3 (UK/US/eU) 
HeONe3eU12 = ONe3 eU 
HeONe3US12 = ONe3 US
HeONe3UK12 = ONe3 UK

cuStom HeAt CSeCUHeaT12

HeAtINg elemeNtS  
& coVer CSeCUHeLT10

CSeCUHTOp10 (HeaT COVeRS)

The most powerful battery of the range.
This battery with its modern and ergonomic design is reputed for its performance and 
efficiency. It diffuses up to 8 hours of constant and uniform warmth for your feet.

It has a drying option for quickly drying insoles after skiing.

Characteristics:
- 3 warming modes for perfect warmth
- Dries the insoles
- 8-hour battery life
- Easy to clip on
- Lithium-ion battery
- 100 - 240 V / 50 - 60 hz
-  Universal charger (connector for use in EU/USa/GB)
- 2-year warranty (via Internet registration)
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A high-performance package.  
all-in-one set comprising: 
- 2 nanO batteries 
- 1 universal charger  
- 1 pair of WInTER h FLaT h insoles. 

the Ultimate package.  
all-in-one set comprising: 
- 2 PRO batteries 
- 1 universal charger 
- 1 pair of heating elements and covers.

All-in-one set comprising: 
- 2 "One3" batteries 
- 1 charger 
- 1 pair of insoles. Choice of soles: Winter H Flat or Heating elements.

or

Drying combined with cleaning. 
heats to a temperature that is high enough to dry  
and warm all types of shoes. The UV have an antibacterial action.  
The pack includes a DRYWaRMER for a pair of shoes.

The hotdryer is a warming and drying appliance for shoes and gloves which can be 
plugged into the cigarette lighter in your car (12V).
It is compact and specially designed to be inserted deep inside shoes or gloves. 
This technology blows warm air thanks to its two efficient blowers. 
Ideal for skiing: it allows you to warm up your shoes and gloves before skiing and to 
dry them out during your journey home.
Can also dry and warm all other types of shoes.

Sticker
HeSTICKReV 

after Sales Service tool (if 
issued with the pack) which 
checks if the heat works.

Full Strap
HeFULLSTRap

Elastic velcro strap to attach 
the batteries  
for use during multiple 
activities.extension cord  

120 cm
HeexTCORd1

Pair of extension cords 120 cm.

extension cord  
80 cm 
HeexTCORd

Pair of extension cords 80 cm.

clip Fix
HeCLIpFIx 

Metal battery clip adapted  
to all types of shoes.

SetS = bAtterIeS + INSoleS DryINg AND HeAtINg

HotDryer HeHOTdRSeT12

DryWArmer
HedRYW230eU12 = dRYWaRMeR europe

HedRYW230UK12 = dRYWaRMeR US
HedRYW110US12 = dRYWaRMeR UK

AcceSSorieS

NANo Set booSt HeNaNOSWH12

Pro Set HepROSeT12

oNe3 Set
oNE3+ Winter H Flat: oNE3+ Heating Elements:

HeONe3SeTWHF13_eU: eUR
HeONe3SeTWHF13_US: US
HeONe3SeTWHF13_IN: UK - US - eU
HeONe3SeTWHF13_NZ: NZ - US - eU  

HeONe3SeT13_eU: eU
HeONe3SeT13_US: US
HeONe3SeT13_IN: UK - US - eU
HeONe3SeT13_NZ: NZ - US - eU  

one3 Set PoP
HeMKONe3pOp_02 eN
HeMKONe3pOp_05 FR
HeMKONe3pOp_01 de

POP designed to show
the benefits of warming
insoles in-store.
Connected to the electricity
supply.  
Touch and feel the gentle, 
constant, even heat
given off by the insole.
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inSoleS
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Enjoy your skiing. 
Some of our boots you will find equipped 
with Sidas 3D insoles.  
They provide both confort and hygiene.

Profitez de votre ski. Ici, certaines  
de nos chaussures sont équipées  
d’une semelle 3D.  
pour votre confort
et votre hygiène.
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9072626 330

This new concept is dedicated to the rental area of partner shops.

-  a 3D insole that provides enhanced comfort and hygiene (sanitized treatment).
-  This insole is available in 15 sizes and can be integrated into all the rental boots,  
or bought by the customer in the shop.

-  a marketing concept with posters and stickers to highlight the service on offer.
Sizes: 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32

a new insole designed to provide good foot support when practising winter sports.  
It has an antibacterial top layer. 
Sizes: 18, 19, 20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 30, 31

all-in-one pack including: 1 pair of insoles + 1 pair of socks.
Insoles: the most comfort you have ever experienced in your shoes! 
Sizes: XS - S - M

Ski boot stickers
Scale 1 - 30 mm diameter

50 x 70 cm
information poster

1.   highly resistant Merry Mesh with an antibacterial coating for eNHANCeD 
HYgIeNe

2.  3mm EVa foam: CoMFort

3.  3D EVa shell = optIMUM proteCtIoN AND SUpport on the slopes for 
enhanced comfort, enjoyment and reduced tiredness

1.   antibacterial MerrryMesh top layer 

2.  EVa shore av-40: CoMFort &  LIgHtNeSS

1.  rental insoles (see description above)

2.  Socks: anatomically designed right foot and left foot socks for an optimal fit without 
compression points. The ventilation channels inside regulate the climate around your feet.  
The padding protects them from the pressure exerted by the shoes. 
Photo not contractually binding.                                                                        
The model of sock may be different depending on the sizes ordered (Protect or Performance).

reNtAl Poster
CMKKFpLVLOCR = pOp ReNTaL FR + eN
CMKKFpLVReN1 = pOp ReNTaL IT + eN
CMKKFpLVReNT = pOp ReNTaL de + eN

reNtAl Sticker

an insole designed for snowsports that is within every one’s reach.
Suited for skiing as well as snowboarding, a ready-to-wear insole that positions
and holds your foot for optimum comfort.

1.  Velvet topcover: CoMFort & DUrABILItY

2.  nylon shell: SUpport & StABILItY

3.  EVa pad: CUSHIoNINg

4.  aluminium film: INSULAtIoN

alignment of  
the body and feet

Foot support

WINter 3D CSe3dWINT12

reNtAl 3D CSeSIReN12 (box of 10)

SANISol 3D CSeSISaN3d13 (bOx OF 10)

WomeN comFort PAck CSeSIpKCON12

Demokit Winter 3D
CSe3ddKWIN12 

Foot Sizer 
abMeSpORT12-1FOOT 

mid Display 
CMKpVMIddI12

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)
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The new concept that heats Flashfit™ insoles in less that 10 seconds.  
Easy, fast, compact, unique design = The Flashfit™ revolution.
Dimensions: 12 x 30 x 38 cm - 7 kg.

The new foam pads have two removable reinforcements, are softer and have a new 
anatomical shape, all of which make moulding easier.  
available in one size. 

FlASHFIt™ box 110V: CMaFLaSHFIT1 / 220V: CMaFLaSHFIT2

FlASHFIt™ PADS
 CMaVapad-FF12

CMaVapad-FF-NU = padS aLONe  
CMaVapad-FF-CI = bOTTOM Wedge  

CMaVapad-FF-CL = SIde Wedge



toolS mArketing

CSeSpdKWIN12 CSeSpdKWSL12
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WInTER+ and WInTER+ Slim insoles are specifically designed to provide the ultimate comfort, when skiing:
- Stabililty & edge control.
- Body alignment: injury prevention.
- Foot support: prevention of hot spots.
- Stability and fatigue prevention.

Pre-shaped insoles designed for winter sports such as skiing and snowboarding, for 
optimum comfort. Foot support, stability to prevent overheating and fatigue.  
Can also be customised to your feet in less than 10 minutes using Flashfit™ technology 
for additional comfort.

Pre-shaped insoles for winter sports such as skiing and snowboarding, designed for slim-
fitting footwear.  
Foot support, stability, prevent overheating and fatigue.  
Can also be customised to your feet in less than 10 minutes using Flashfit™ 
technology for additional comfort.

To reduce the environmental impact, the materials used are either recycled (n Podiaflex, new eco resin; Ortholite), or recycleable;  
at the same improving the biomechanical properties of the insole.

1.  Ionmesh® topcover: CUSHIoNINg & ANtIBACterIAL

2.  Transflux® C reinforcement: SUpport & StABILItY

3.  Podiaflex® n: SUpport & StABILItY

4.  Eco foam pad: CoMFort & DUrABILItY

1. Flashfit™ unit

2. Flashfit™ pads

3. Flashfit™ box

4. Feet Revelator™

5. Flashfit™ process (sheet on the back of the display unit)

1.  Ionmesh® topcover: CUSHIoNINg & ANtIBACterIAL

2.  Transflux® C reinforcement: SUpport & StABILItY

3.  Podiaflex® n: SUpport & StABILItY

new all-in-one display unit featuring packaging on both sides, the Feet Revelator™,  
the new foam pads and the Flashfit™ machine.
The back of the display unit features an explanation of the Flashfit™ insole moulding 
process.
Sold separately (machines not included).

Dimensions: 50 cm x 120 cm x 140 cm

FlASHFIt™ INSoleSFlASHFIt™ DISPlAy

FlASHFIt™ DISPlAy CMKdISpLaYFULL12FF

WINter+ CSeSpWINT12

WINter+ SlIm CSeSpWINSL12

Footbed templates Scissors

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)
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The best just got better. The hDVaC was already the best Custom system on  
the market, but the hDVaC2 will be the most precise system ever made.  
The new silicon bags can be stretched up to 800% to adapt to any foot shape,  
the bags are separated for better hip adaptation, and all the controls are on the front 
making it easier for the boot-fitter to operate. 
For retailers who want to offer a complete professional service, this tailor-made 
product will enhance your custom business line. If you want to bring the best service 
to your customer, the hDVaC2 is for you.

The hDVaC 2 is a system for moulding comfort insoles, but that cannot replace 
plantar orthoses fitted by professional foot specialists.

The new Sidas system to accompany the hDVaC2 system to mould Custom footbeds. 
Compact, fast and simple, the Moduvac heats and presses the footbeds using a 
vacuum system in order to fuse the materials together, and prepare  
the insoles for moulding. The Moduvac is compatible with all hDVaC systems.

HDVAc 2 110V: CMaVaHd09 -1 / 220V: CMaVaHd09 - 2

moDuVAc 110V: CMaMOdU09-1 / 220V: CMaMOdU09-2

100% mADe For you & your SPort
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For retailers who want to offer a totally professional service and the best customer 
experience. To highlight the Custom activity, the Fit Station is an unit especially 
designed for boot-fitters. 
[The hD Vac 2 and the Moduvac are not included and should be bought separately].

1. FIt StAtIoN MbFTSTaT2.1

2. HD VAc 2 110V : CMaVaHd09-1 / 220V : CMaVaHd09-2

oPtIoNAl:
3. moDuVAc 110V : CMaMOdU09-1 / 220V : CMaMOdU09-2

lASer AlIgNmeNt SyStem (see page 69, Analysis section)

Designed for retailers who want to present the entire Custom range and offer  
a professional service (packaging available, accessory storage drawer)
[hd Vac 2 and Moduvac not included - sold separately].

1. uPgrADe FIt StAtIoN MbFTSTaT2.1

2. HD VAc 2 110V: CMaVaHd09-1 / 220V: CMaVaHd09-2

3. moDuVAc 110V: CMaMOdU09-1 / 220V: CMaMOdU09-2

4. AcceSSory StorAge DrAWer

5. DISPlAy For cuStom INSoleS

lASer AlIgNmeNt SyStem (see page 69, Analysis section)

The new Custom Ski Pro is designed for skiers who are looking for incomparable 
comfort and performance. Constructed using new materials that mould more easily to 
the feet.

1.  Ionfoam® topcover: CUSHIoNINg & ANtIBACterIAL

2.  Transflux® reinforcement: SUpport & StABILItY

3.  Transflux®: SUpport 

4.  Podiafix®: preCISIoN

the ultimate footbed. 100% made for you and your sport.

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)

moulDINg SyStemS cuStom INSoleS

FIt StAtion de luXe

WINter cuStom Pro CSeCUWIpR12

FIt StAtion

The new Custom Ski Pro Mesh is designed for skiers who are looking for unrivalled 
comfort and performance.  
new materials that are easier to mould to the feet, and an Ionmesh® top layer,  
which makes it easier to slip your feet into your ski boots.

1.  Ionmesh® topcover: CUSHIoNINg & ANtIBACterIAL

2.  Transflux® reinforcement: Foot SUpport & StABILItY

3.  Transflux®: SUpport 

4.  Podiafix®: preCISIoN

1. Thin foam topcover: CUSHIoNINg IN LoW SHoeS VoLUMe

2.  narrow shape: For NArroW BootS

3.  Transflux® reinforcement: Foot SUpport & rIgIDItY 

4.  Podiafix®: preCISIoN

Very thin, 100% personalisable insoles, designed for slim-fitting boots.

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)

WINter cuStom Pro meSH CSeCUWIpRMe12

WINter cuStom rAce CSeCUWIRaC12
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Heel StAb process
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Polygiene® technology neutralises odors by preventing the growth of the bacteria 
and fungi that cause it. 
The insoles are treated all over, remaining fresh and odour-free because bacteria 
do not feed on the fibres. 

 Pre-glued PE stabilizer. Easy to fit and grind, for light reinforcement and lateral stability.

Sizes: 1 (XS-S)  2 (M-L)  3 (XL)

The same concept as the heel stabilizer (heel stab), but stiffer and available in 4 sizes.

Sizes:  1 (XS)  2 (S-M)  3 (L-XL)  4 (XXL)

high density PE premoulded mid-foot support system with double tape, to increase  
the stability of the insoles. Thicker and larger than regular heel stabs.

Sizes:  2 (S-M) 3 (L-XL) 4 (XXL)

a revolutionary material with unrivalled properties: ultra light (density 100 kg/m3); easy  
to cut and grind. Extra control of rear-foot and mid-foot.

Sizes:  1 (XS) 2 (S-M) 3 (L-XL)

EVa coating giving a better finish on the heel stab.  
Easy to affix to the heel stab thanks to its adhesive. 
Features: EVa shorea 70, 1mm black. Sold in packs of 5 pairs.  

Sizes: T1-T2 / T3-T4

cuStom INSoleS Heel StAb

Heel StAb CSeaCSTa

Heel StAb StIFF CSeaCSTaSTIF

Heel block CSeaCSTbLOCK

crISt’AIr StAb CSeaCSTCRISR

Heel StAb coVer CSeaCSTaCOV

polygiene: tHe Anti-odour treAtment for SidAS inSoleS 

Without polygiene With polygiene

odor causing bacteria settles into 
the fabric/material and multiplies

Skin Sweat  
and odor-causing bacteria

Sweat  
and odor-causing bacteria

Skin

odor-free: inhibits the growth of odor-
causing bacteria in the fabric/material

Broad Custom Ski insole for wide-fit ski boots.
Ionmesh® for an easy entry in the boots.

1.  Ionmesh® + Ionfoam® topcover: CUSHIoNINg & ANtIBACterIAL

2.  Podiaflex® reinforcement: Foot SUpport & StABILItY

3.  Podiafix®: preCISIoN

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)

WINter cuStom WIDe CSeCUWIWId12

The essential insole. Can be used alone but is most often stabilized with heel 
stabs or Transflux® reinforcements.

1.  Ionfoam® topcover: CUSHIoNINg & ANtIBACterIAL

2.  Podiaflex® reinforcement: Foot SUpport & StABILItY

3.  Podiafix®: preCISIoN

DIMEnSIOnS (mm)

WINter cuStom SkI CSeCUWISK12
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a sock which offers a performance fit,  thanks to its thin construction, foot and heel wedge.

Composition: POLYaMID 32%,  ROBUR 28%,  MERInO WOOL 26%,  
SkInnODOR 12%, ELaSTanE 2%.

SockS

PerFormANce axSSKCOpeRF

Designed on the anatomical shape 
of the foot (left/right foot) for 
an optimum fit without pressure 
points.

System for managing the foot 
climate: ventilation channels 
ventilate the foot.

anti-bacterial treatment with silver ions.

Merino wool for more warmth.

right & Left Shape

black demo foot
CMKKFpSF12

mArketing
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2 sheets of Gel silicone (= a PaIR). The gel can be cut to adapt to the shin. 
Sold in packs of 20+display.

Dimensions : 85 x 100mm.

1 sheet of Gel silicone with a specific shape to fit perfeclty the shin.
The gel can be cut to adapt to the shin.
Sold in packs of 20+display.

Dimensions: 120 x 100mm.

new material in SiliteneTM Gel developed by Sidas. 
Breathable material that can be washed in water and reused. It stays in place on the shin and can be cut.

SHIN ProtectIoNS

SHIN gel PAD aSKINgLpad12 = geL pad (paIR)
aSKINpKgLp12 = paCK x 20 + dISpLaY

SHIN SHAPeD 
gel PAD aSKINgLSHa12 = SHaped geL pad (UNIT)

aSKINpKgLS12 = paCK x 20 + dISpLaY
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Fully thermoformable. Provides maximum comfort and precision. Designed for alpine 
skiing and ski touring (high boots with 4 buckles).  

the slimmest thermoformed boot liner. 
This boot liner is designed for alpine skiing and ski touring (high boots with 4 buckles).
With its 5mm EVa foam structure, this liner will fit even the narrowest boot shells.  
It has been developed with a new Ultralon foam, which is even softer and more 
precise.

Fully thermoformable. 
Provides maximum comfort and precision. The Low Construction makes it better 
suited to the female foot shape and use within ski touring boots.

high-construction overlapping liner for alpine ski boots.  
The overlap ensures maximum comfort.

1.   new tongue stiffness with reinforcement: precison

2.   new inner textile: easier to step in & long lasting

3.   new ankle shape: comfort

4. new flex zone: comfort and precision

5.   new toebox thickness: easier for thermo moulding

1.   EVa foam thermo 5mm:  slim Version for low volume ski boot, and precision

2.   Tongue: stiffness for better precision

3.   new foam: comfort and precision

4.   Outsole: 3mm. Easier moulding for low volume

1.   Two-section construction for flexibility

2.   Central tongue for maximum precision

3.   Superior finish

4.   Laces for superior heel support

5.   Rear strap

6. Flat insole for easier moulding

1.   Superior finish

2.   Overlap ensures maximum shin protection

3.   Flat insole for easier moulding

tHermoFormAble INNerbootS tHermoFormAble INNerbootS

ceNtrAl HIgH V2 CCHCFCeNTHIg

ceNtrAl loW CCHCFCeNTLOW

ceNtrAl oVerlAP CCHCFOVeRLap

Pu INNerbootS:  
more details on the black project offers

ceNtrAl HIgH SlIm CCHCFCeNHISL13ceNtrAl WomAN H CCHCFCeNTWOH13

1. Synthetic sheath lining: CoMFort and WArMtH

2.   Tailored to the female anatomy: more open and more flexible upper cuff. optIMUM CoMFort 
and SeNSItIVItY

3.    Integrated Sidas heating elements: produce a gentle, constant warmth for optIMUM tHerMAL 
WeLL-BeINg.  
Can be used with the pro or one3 battery. Liner supplied  
on its own (order batteries separately). 

4. Central tongue for maximum precision

5.   Laces for improved foot support

6.  Fat insole for easier moulding

Sizes Mp: 23 - 26.5

Sidas has come up with the very first warming thermoformable boot liner designed 
especially for women. This boot liner is the result of a combination of two innovative 
technologies developed by Sidas:
• Warming systems comprising batteries connected to heating elements.
• Thermoformed boot liners.
These two technologies have now made it possible to create the first thermoformed 
warming boot liner.

tHermo innerboot process
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for eAcH foot, 
tHere iS  
A Solution!

Insoles hIGh Insoles LOW

Insoles MID

Socks hIGh Socks LOW

Socks MID

Clogs hIGh Clogs LOW

Clogs MID
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tHe firSt clog  
AdApted to  
your foot type !
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3Feet® REVOLUTIOn: 3Feet® biomechanical construction is adapted to the 3 different arch types. 
For each foot, there is an insole!

Specifically designed for high arch feet.
need: support.  
3Feet® answer: Optimised pressure distribution.
- aluminium film for insulation.
-  anatomical construction adapted to high arch feet.
- Large foam pad for greater cushioning.

Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

Specifically designed for medium arch feet. need: comfort.
3Feet® answer:  Optimised vertical comfort.
- aluminium film for insulation.
-  anatomical construction adapted to medium arch feet.
- Gel foam for cushioning.

Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

Specifically designed for low arch feet.
need: stability.
3Feet® answer: Optimised foot stability.
- aluminium film for insulation.
-  anatomical construction adapted to low arch feet.
- Foam pad for comfort

Sizes: XS-S-M-L-XL-XXL

1.  Velvet topcover: CoMFort & DUrABILItY

2.  EVa shell high arch shape: Foot SUpport & preSSUre DIStrIBUtIoN

3.  EVa pad: CUSHIoNINg

4.  aluminium film: INSULAtIoN

1.  Velvet topcover: CoMFort & DUrABILItY

2.  EVa shell mid arch shape: Foot SUpport 

3.  EVa pad: CUSHIoNINg

4.  aluminium film: INSULAtIoN

1.  Velvet topcover: CoMFort & DUrABILItY

2.  EVa shell low arch shape: Foot SUpport 

3.  EVa pad: CUSHIoNINg

4.  aluminium film: INSULAtIoN

3Feet® INSoleS

The 3Feet® clog has been specially designed for every foot type, for optimum comfort. 
Its 3D shape provides excellent stability and reduces pronation. This sandal is 
recommended for daily use and after sport to aid recovery.  
The 3Feet® clog is the best compromise between comfort and foot support!

Unisex model - Sizes: 36 to 46
Colour: Brown & orange

Clog specially designed for high-arched feet.

Clog specially designed for medium-arched feet.

Clog specially designed for low-arched feet. 

FWCLOg3F_HI 

FWCLOg3F_MI 

FWCLOg3F_LO 

   SUpportIVe HeeL 
CUp:  
Comfort & Stability

3D SHApe: 
Body alignment
Foot support

  MeSH LININg:  
Comfort & Breathability

SpLIt LeAtHer 
WItH MICro-perForAtIoN:  

Comfort, Breathability 

SkIN AIrStIM:  
Dermal stimulation 
Grip

rUBBer oUtSoLe:  
Grip & Durability

3 DIFFereNt top LAYerS:  
adapted to the needs 
of each foot type

3Feet® clog

WINter 3Feet® clog FWCLOg3F

WINter 3Feet® HIgH CSe3FWI12-HI

WINter 3Feet® mID CSe3FWI12-MI

WINter 3Feet® loW CSe3FWI12-LO
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Store presentation system comprising three different foot types: 
hIGh, MID & LOW.

Guide presenting the 3Feet® concept and the sandals' selling points.
Supplied in packs of 50 for placing in store next to the sandals or  
on a counter top.

The POP window display can be used to present the 3Feet® concept in 
the store window or on a counter top in store. It is designed to feature 
the 3 different types of sandal: high /Mid /Low.

Shelves for displaying the sandal on slotted wall uprights. Supplied 
as a kit of 3 shelves, each featuring an explanation of the model 
presented: high /Mid /Low.

Roll-up banner. 
Dimensions: 80 x 200 cm

Totem display stand presenting the 3Feet® concept.  
Includes the Feet Revelator™.
The front has room to display 3 models and features a customer 
explanation of the process. The other models in the 3Feet® range can be 
displayed on the back (30 pack of socks and 45 packs of insoles).
Dimensions: 60 x 70 x 175 cm

mArketINg & commuNIcAtIoN

Set of 3Feet®  
foot types
CMKpVpa12

3Feet® movie
CMK3FMOVIe12

3Feet® WINter Pop
CMK3FWIpOp12

3Feet® totem
FWSaMKTOTeM12

3Feet® WINter Facing
CMK3FWIFaC12

Sandals banner
FWSaMKbaNNeR12

3Feet® foot guide
FWSaMKFOOTgUIde12
FR/eN/de/IT/eS

Sandals window pop
FWSaWINdOWpOp12

Sandal shelves
FWSaMKSHeLF12

Winter 3Feet® socks are suitable for all foot types. They are tailored to the shape 
of high / mid / low arched feet.

Specifically designed for high arch feet. Internal shin reinforcement 
for maximum comfort.

Specifically designed for medium arch feet. Shin reinforcement for 
maximum comfort.

Specifically designed for low arch feet. External shin reinforcement for 
maximum comfort.

1.   Cushioning at the pressure points of the hIGh foot

2.  Stretchable and thin fabric adapted to the hIGh foot

3.   Shin pad adapted to the hIGh foot movement (supination)

4.  Compression zone: improves circulation, optimises performance

1.   anatomic sole adapted to the shape of the Mid foot

2.  a small amount of padding to prevent friction and ensure comfort

3.  Shin pad for optimal comfort

4.  Compression zone: improves circulation, optimises performance

1.   Uniform padding adapted to the pressure of the LOW foot

2.  Padding designed for the LOW foot, to enhance footwear fit

3.  Shin pad adapted to low foot movement (pronation)

4.  Compression zone: improves circulation, optimises performance

3Feet® SockS

WINter 3Feet® HIgH axS3FWI12-HI

WINter 3Feet® mID axS3FWI12-MI

WINter 3Feet® loW axS3FWI12-LO
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A 100% customised 

ski boot, personAlised

by your bootfitter

the highest
performance ski boot

meN'S PerFormANce NArroW
- SHell: cX-mAX
- inSole: pu clASSic v2 CCHKMeNpeRNa13

meN'S PerFormANce WIDe 
- SHell: vector 120
- inSole: pu clASSic fleX CCHKMeNpeRWI13

WomeN'S PerFormANce 
- SHell: X3
- inSole: pu trAnSfoAm CCHKWOMpeRF13

Set oFFer:
Shell cX-mAX  
            +  
innerboot clASSic v2

PerFormANce set offer:
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Set oFFer:
Shell vector 120  
            +  
innerboot  
centrAl HigH

Set oFFer:
Shell cX-pro  
            +  
innerboot centrAl  
womAn H

meN'S comFort 
- SHell: vector 120
- innerboot: centrAl HigH CCHKMeNCOMF13

WomeN'S comFort 
- SHell: impAct
- innerboot: centrAl low CCHKWOMCOMF13

WomeN'S HeAt 
- SHell: cX-pro
-  innerboot: centrAl womAn H CCHKWOMHeaT13

the most
comfortable ski boot

the warmest ski boot

WArmtH set offer:

comFort set offer:
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developed in partnership with

developed in partnership with

Sizes: 22.5 - 23.5 - 24.5

Ability Level: 
Expert and professional skiers

Buckles:
4 micro-titanium screw buckles

Features: 
Low volume shell, 98mm last, 120 flex index, custom construction, advanced 
shell technology, double canting, screw hook

developed in partnership with
developed in partnership with

Sizes: 22.5 - 23.5 - 24.5

Ability Level: 
advanced skiers

Buckles:
4 micro-titanium screw buckles

Features: 
Mid volume shell, 100mm last, 100 flex index, custom construction, advanced 
shell technology, simple canting, adjustable spoiler, screw hook, combination 
wood/cork boot board

Sizes: 24.5 to 30.5

Ability Level: 
Expert and professional skiers

Buckles:
4 micro-adjustable SpineFIX rivet buckles

Features: 
high volume shell, 103mm last, 120 flex index, PU construction, double canting 
and rear support tuning

developed in partnership with

Sizes: 24.5 to 29.5

performance and precision. 
a top-of-the-range ski boot for very good skiers that incorporates Twin Frame 
technology to provide the rigidity you need for greater control and enhanced 
responsiveness. This is combined with an unrivalled foot-hugging fit for optimum 
performance on the piste. PU bi-material lower shell and upper cuff construction.
The 24mm oversized pivot reduces the interaction between the lower shell and cuff 
for outstanding precision and direct power transmission.
The angles have been modified to optimise the foot position and provide better heel 
hold for increased precision and greater room.
The Sidas Booster Strap ensures optimum hold of the upper cuff and tongue  
as well as easy tightening.

Weight: 1.625 kg (pair in size 26.5)
Flex index: 120
Last: 98 mm

The Sidas Booster Strap is the must-have 
accessory for improving ski boot performance. 
When used correctly it delivers optimum boot fit 
and excellent ski control, increases comfort and 
aids the prevention of shin bang and other boot 
discomfort. It eliminates any empty space between 
the shin and the ski boot tongue.

Customise your boot shells 
with your store logo!
200 free stickers. 

Dimensions: 45 x 29 mm

Sizes: 24.5 to 29.5

Comfort and performance.
a ski boot for good skiers that incorporates Twin Frame technology to provide  
the rigidity you need for greater control and enhanced responsiveness.  
This is combined with an unrivalled foot-hugging fit for optimum performance  
on the piste. PU bi-material lower shell and upper cuff construction.
The Sidas Booster Strap ensures optimum hold of the upper cuff and tongue  
as well as easy tightening. 
The 24mm oversized pivot reduces the interaction between the lower shell and cuff 
for outstanding precision and direct power transmission.
The angles have been modified to optimise the foot position and provide better heel 
hold for increased precision and greater room.

Weight: 1.628kg  (pair in size 26.5)
Flex index: 100
Last : 100 mm

ImPAct CCQIMpaCT

x3 CCQx3

Vector 120 CCQVeCTOR120

SHellSSHellS

cx mAx CCQxMax

SIDAS booSter StrAP Only sold with shells

cx Pro CCQxpRO
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The new PU Classic V2 has been modified to meet the performance and accuracy 
requirements of good skiers even more effectively.
The liner bags are stitched for better rigidity and improved performance. 
The new material inside the liner provides more feeling when out skiing.

New sizing! Same as thermoliners

The PU Classic Flex combines comfort and precision in the 'Flex' material, which 
makes it more flexible, more stretchable and more comfortable. 
The liner bags are stitched for better rigidity and improved performance.

This 'Flex' material has the same properties as Transfoam but offers more flexibility, 
stretchability and comfort.  
For technical skiers looking for a simpler injection process and a tolerant liner that 
doesn't affect shell rigidity.
Transfoam technology features sealed bags that reduce leakage.

Unique balance between comfort and foot retention. 
The neoprene cover provides more flexibility which heightens the sensations felt by 
skiers. The antibacterial lining ensures a more hygienic boot.

1. new inner textile: better feeling

2. new top part construction: more flexible

3. new tongue: EVa inside - Tibial cushioning - Thinner velcro - new textile

4. new heel shape: comfort

5. new outsole: stiffer to keep dimensions

1. Pullstraps for easier handling

2. Broader tongue for maximum comfort

3. Broader, adaptable top section

4. Laces for superior foot support

5. Elasticated clip for heating cable

6. Leather-look bags (PU)

7. adaptable forefoot width

8. neoprene toe box

1. Broader tongue for maximum comfort

2. Pullstraps for easier handling

3. Broader, adaptable top section

4. Laces for superior foot support

5. Elasticated clip for heating cable

6. adaptable forefoot width

7. neoprene toe box

1. Lateral foaming entry tubes, for a better & more consistent foam flow

2.  Ready-to-fit tongue, highly flexible and U-shaped for a snug fit against the shin. Can be replaced with a 
foam tongue

3. Pre-cut exit tube for an easy and fast foaming process

4. Revolutionary sealed pocketsfor a precise foaming process and a very comfortable fit

5. a wide strap keeps the tongue in place

6. Soft toe box

Pu INNerbootSPu INNerbootS

Pu clASSIc V2 CCHpUCLaSSIC13
CCHpUCLaSSIC pU CLaSSIC Pu trANSFoAm CCHpUTRaNSFO

Pu clASSIc Flex CCHpUCLaFLex Pu trANSFoAm Flex CCHpUTRaFLex

pu innerbootS process



Place, lieu : Sidas Voiron
The, date : September 2011

www.sidas.com

100%
Custom Made for You, right here

Your ski boots, 

CUSTOMISED 
INSOLES

CUSTOMISED
SHELLS

CUSTOMISED
INNERBOOTS

1 2 3 

5 4 6 

1 2

4
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The Black Project from Sidas is a boot-fitting concept designed to provide the most advanced technology to the 
leading bootfitters worldwide.  
In turn this allows us to deliver the ultimate customer experience.
The Black Project is specially designed around a range of specialised products, training courses and  
marketing tools:

tHe blAck Project concept

Ski boot shells Specialised insole designs Specialised foam liners

Completion of Black Project training courses 
will allow for certification as a  
"Sidas Certified Boot-Fitter"

Stickers, POS, Consumer 
literature...

Insole offers available, including the Winter Custom Ski and Winter Custom Wide.

•  order 200 pairs:  
- bootfitter logo printed on the top cover (10x3cm)

•  order 350 pairs:  
- bootfitter logo printed on the top cover (10x3cm) 
- a choice of top cover materials

Blue 2,5 mm Light grey 2,5 mm Black 2 mm Red & Black 2.5mm Dark grey 2mm

•   Order 500 pairs:  
- a 100% customised insole, in accordance with your specifications

1. tx® white CSeaCReTx3 _ 1.5 mm

2. tx® orange CSeaCReTx1 _ 1.5 mm

3. tx® black CSeaCReTx2 _ 1 mm

4. tx® blue CSeaCReTx4 _ 1 mm

5. tx® orange CSeaCReTxM3 _ 1.5 mm

6. tx® orange CSeaCReTxR3 _ 1.5 mm

Sizes: XS - S - M - L - XL - XXL / Sold in pack of 5 pairs

100% customised insole

trANSFlux© reINForcemeNtS

SPecIAlISeD ProDuctS

SPecIAlISeD trAININg delivered by leading Sidas bootfitters

SPecIAlISeD mArketINg toolS

SPecIAlISeD INSoleS

INSoleS
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Foam tongue
CCHdCLaFTd09

a totally new foam tongue, that 
combines a highly curved shape 
with the foaming process: give it 
a try and you will feel  
the difference.

ready to fit 
tongue
CCHdCLaRTF09

a new ready-to-fit tongue, 
with a highly curved shaped 
to fit snugly against the 
foot and enable maximum 
transmission power, and a 
unique design to provide a 
perfect progressive flex.

ready to fit 
tongue wide
CCHdCLaRTFWI

a new ready-to-fit tongue, but larger 
for maximum comfort. Suitable to 
every PU innerboots.

Foam tongue strap
CCHaCFTSTRap

The strap enables you to tighten 
the foam tongue against the shin, in 
order to control  the foam flow.

3D toe caps 
CCHaCTOeCap3d

2 sizes.

Pu foam kit
CCHaCdOS

 big black  
Foam podium
COUCHpOdSMU 

higher podium for easier injection.  
Stand can be rotated and stopped 
where required (pedal system), 
adjustable handle.

black Project 
box
CMKbOxbp13 - english 

black Project 
Flyer
CMKFLYeRbp13
english - French - deutsch 

Foam podium
COUCHpOd

The ultimate foaming station with 
adjustable handles, 2 drawers, and 
a rotation device to facilitate the 
foaming process.

In shoe tag 
Performance
CMKISHOeTpeR13

"The highest performance  
ski boot".
English / French.

In shoe tag 
comfort
CMKISHOeTCOM13

"The most comfortable  
ski boot".
English / French.

In shoe tag 
Warm
CMKISHOeTWaR13

"The warmest ski boot".
English / French.

mini foam 
podium
COUCHpOd2T

Podium to foam PU liners with 
drawers.

laserfoam
CMaLJpLF

This device is designed to be 
placed on a laserjet or mini-
laser machine to create  
a ramp to foam liners.

Pu  
downgrading kit
CCHaCpUdgRdKIT - box of 10

lifter  
x-mAx 0,7°
CCHaCLIFTxMax

Facing display +  
pair of slatwall
CMKCMFMeKad

One 60 x 30 cm Facing display + 
two 25 x 100 cm hanging banners.  
Sold as a pack only.

certified 
bootfitter
window sticker 
CMKSTIWINdbF

"Certified Bootfitter" window 
sticker.  
Dimensions: 21 x 12 cm.

black Project 
leaflet 
CMKKLea12bp

Leaflet explaining bootfitting 
and the advantages of 
wearing customized ski 
boots.

PoS for black 
Project leaflet 
CMKpOpbpLeaF

POS for holding 1 leaflet batch. 

black Project 
Poster 
CMKpOSbp12

50 x 70 cm Black Project poster.

big black 
Project
window sticker 
CMKSTIWINdbp

Large Black Project window 
sticker.  
Dimensions: 109 x 91 cm. 

Shelf
CMKSHeLLWaSU

"Custom made for me" shelf for 
shells and innerboots.

mArketINg & commuNIcAtIoNtoolS

a dropper for obtaining  
a smaller dose of Isoscyanate 
for a more flexible foam.
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meASurINg AND ANAlySIS toolS

AnAlySiS

The Presscam V4 is a hybrid pressure-posturology platform that complies with 
Directive 93/42/EEC and is certified by DEkRa.
It features new-generation software (electrical power supply provided via a USB cable) 
with new functions and presentation modes.
Seven main criteria can be viewed:
- Clinical examination report with statistical processing.
- Static plantar pressure.
-  Dynamic plantar pressure and comparison (scan at 100 hz; higher than some other 
platforms which scan at 40 hz).

- Movement of pressure centres (PCs) over a given time (at 40 hz).
- Multi-footstep acquisition
- LaMFI read-out.
- Comparative heel-forefoot analysis.

Dimensions (width/length) 550 x 661 mm
Active surface area 400 x 400 mm
9mm-thick base
Weight 3 kg

PreSS-cAm V4.0 aMpReSSCaM1
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3 42

1

 a podoscope that combines two features: 
- a miror system for viewing the foot print,
- direct measurement of Mondo point foot sizes.

Instrument that measures the length and width of both feet.
4 sizing systems (EUR/US/Uk/MP).
Simple to use and robust (plastic).
handle for easy carrying.

Instrument that measures the length and width of the right foot.
- 4 sizing systems (EUR/US/Uk/MP).
- Simple to use and robust (metal).

Top-quality laser used to check leg alignment. attaches easily to the Fit Station. 

PoDoScoPe m apOdOSCONF

meASurINg AND ANAlySIS toolS meASurINg AND ANAlySIS toolS

lASer AlIgNmeNt SyStem CMaVaLaSeR12

Feet meASurer abMeS-SpORT-dbLe12

Foot SIzer abMeSpORT12-1FOOT

a new revolutionary foot measurer! With the feet revelator™ you can determine 
your customer's foot type and characteristics in an instant.  
It not only measures the length and width of any foot but also reveals  
the footprints.
Simple to use: just open and close to erase your customer's footprints.

1. Ask the customer to stand on the Feet revelator™.

2. Measure the length and width of the customer's feet.

3. Ask the customer to step off the Feet revelator™ for the footprint analysis.

4. open and re-close the Feet revelator™ to erase your customer's footprints.

Feet reVelAtor™ abFeeTReVe12
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a new way of modifying boot liners to solve skiers' foot problems!
This system involves cutting sections out of the boot liner in the places that are 
causing the skier pain and replacing these sections with Innerboot Comfort Padding, 
making the liner more comfortable and quickly relieving pain. Pre-cut elements in 
several shapes with a protective top layer included: a fast solution for the bootfitter.
Materials used: padding made from Expertène 220 (PU foam) and Ionmesh top layer: 
advanced materials for an effective, professional solution.  
new grey top layer with Sidas logos.

- 1 scalpel 
- Oval pads: 4S – 6M – 2L
- Oval toplayers: 4S – 6M – 2L
- Rond pads: 2S – 4M – 6L
- Rond toplayers: 2S – 4M – 6L

PADDINg

IcP • INNerboot comFort PADDINg
CCHaCICp-RONd = 10 ROUNdS
CCHaCICp-OVaL = 10 OVaLS
p99SCaLpeL = SCaLpeL + 1 bLade
p99SCaLpLaMe = 5 bLadeS FOR SCaLpeL

kIt IcP CCHaCICpKIT

icp process
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PADDINg

new top layer gives IPSs a better finish.    
Easy to adjust, even after several days' skiing. 
Sold in packs of 5 pairs.

The Innerboot Padding System is the evolution of the hTP kit. The IPS kit is a complete 
set for padding innerboots. The boot-fitter can choose the solution from a range of 
padding materials.
IPS kit includes:
- 6 double-taped soft foam sheets;
- 4 double-taped hard foam sheets;
- 5 double-taped resin sheets;
- scissors, pen and templates.

heel bars are the quick way to stabilise the rear foot.  
They are 10 mm wide and made of shore a70 EVa.  
They feature an adhesive-coated section which makes them easy to stick on the insole.
Sold in packs of 10 pairs.

Adhesive pad
CCHaCCaL

Adhesive roll  
reinforced
CCHaCS50

Soft
CCHaCS15

glue dispenser
CSeaCdC

Volume reducer
CSedSRV3 - CSedSRV5

available in 3 mm (hard density) and 5 mm 
(medium density):  light, can be ground to 
reduce boot fitting room.

et 31
CSedSeT31

The stiff heel lifter solves fitting problems  
(calf, shin, etc.).

Scissors
CSeaCCIS

Strong scissors for cutting  
footbeds.

ok net
COUaCOK

Cleaning spray 
for analysis and 
measurement tools,  
machine pads, 
scan…

Footbed templates
CSeaCgab

Templates for checking shoe or liner size.

Soft  Reinforced

3D toe cap 
CCHaCTOeCap3d

2 sizes.

AcceSSorIeS

Heel bArS CSeaCSTHeeLbaRS

ipS process

IPS kIt CCHaCIpSKIT

IPS • INNerboot PADDINg SyStem
IpS WITH adHeSIVe
CCHaCIpSHpKI = IpS SHape KIT (4*5) = 20 pCS
CCHaCIpS-C = C SHape (paCK OF 5 pCS)
CCHaCIpS-L = L SHape (paCK OF 5 pCS)
CCHaCIpS-Vb = V SHape bIg (paCK OF 5 pCS)
CCHaCIpS-VS = V SHape SMaLL (paCK OF 5 pCS)

heel insert that goes inside the boot to reduce the volume.  
Sold in packs of 5 pairs.

hell Lift hard 4mm 
hell Lift hard 6mm

Heel lIFt CSeaCSTHeeLIHd_04 HeeLLIFT HaRd 4MM
CSeaCSTHeeLIHd_06 HeeLIFT HaRd 6MM



450 mm

400 mm

580 mm

15 kg

110V/220 V

1300 mm

600 mm

750 mm

123 kg

230 V - 50 hz

500 mm

600 mm

400 mm

35 kg

230 V - 50 hz

1360 mm

600 mm

400 mm

75 kg

230 V - 50 hz

420 mm

540 mm

370 mm

36 kg

230 V - 50 hz

220 mm

450 mm

140 mm

15 kg

230 V - 50 hz

420 mm

540 mm

630mm

Jumbo

Jumbo+

1 2

3
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croco & rivet 
box
COUCHCROb

Riveter and ankle expander.

croco+
COUCHCROpLUS

More stretching options  
for the Croco.

jumbo & jumbo+
COUCHJ-J+

Forefoot volume modifications
(toes or mets areas).

rocco expander
COUCHexpaNd

The Rocco system has been designed for 
professional boot work. It allows precise shell 
length modification (on the back or the front part 
of the boot) + increase of the in-step volume + 
wide opening of the shell for easy inside work.

yeti+
COUCHYeTI+

Special tool set to work with the Yeti and/or 
Rocco Expander, for more stretching options 
(forefoot volume, internal and external side 
stretching, heel, etc.).

yeti kit
COUCHYeTIKIT

a separate box containing a Yeti 
with Shark, Jumbo and Jumbo+.

confor’fit oven
COUCHFOU2 - 220V COUCHFOU1 - 110V

The Confor'fit oven is designed
for heating thermo-moldable liners 
(such as Confor'fit Premium). 
But it can also be used to heat  
the new generation of Custom Shell 
ski boots from Salomon®.

Fitsystem
COUCHFITSYSTeM1 - 110V / COUCHFITSYSTeM2 - 220V

Electronic thermoforming device for ski boots. 
Modular format with two adjustable temperature 
levels. automatic switch off with light and sound 
indicator. Compact and silent. 
Suitable for both adult and child sizes. 
Extension for applying heat inside boots 
COUCHFITSYSpIpe.

Heat gun
COUSeSaC

heat gun.

tool clamp
COUCHFIxe

The tool clamp and Sabot boot holder are sold separately.

jack
COUCHJaCK

Ski boot opener.

The new Bootlab 3 comprises a platform with built-in Sidas systems for heating and 
shaping boot shells: the Sabot universal boot clamp, the nestor heating system,  
the YETI shaping system and the CROCO support pin.

plate dimensions: 400 mm x 580 mm.

the Sabot boot clamp: 
This is screwed on to the Bootlab3 manually. It can quickly be removed and is used for 
clamping and opening an alpine or Touring shell. The shell is clamped in place at the 
back and adjusted at the front. With its tilting base, it can be tilted to 3 positions and 
turned by 90°.

the Nestor: 
This controls heating digitally. It comprises 2 ceramic heating heads with a separate 
illuminated switch. It attaches to the Bootlab3 (central position).

An offering tailored to each level
1. StArt CMaLBBL30SETSTaRT13 : BootHolder + Heatgun + Croco
2. ADVANCeD CMaLBBL30SETaDVan13 : BootHolder + Nestor V2 + Croco + Yeti kit
3. expert CMaLBBL30SETEXP13 : BootHolder + Nestor V2 + Croco + Bootlabplate (incl.YetI)

g5 grinder
ppgTOURg5

- Expanding wheel.
-  Silent suction and rotation -  
70 db(a).

- Turbine pro, Torque 3.7 nm.
- Motor power: 1100 W.
- Power consumption: 1500 W.
- Speed of rotation: 2850 r.p.m.

g2 grinder
ppgpONCeCaR

- Double head.
- Expanding wheel.
- Shielding.
- Torque 1.8 nm.
- Motor power: 600 W.
- Power consumption: 600 W.
- Speed of rotation: 2850 r.p.m.

g1 grinder
ppgpONCeSeUL

- Double head.
- Expanding wheel.
- Torque 1.5 nm.
- Motor power: 450 W.
- Power consumption: 450 W.
- Speed of rotation: 2850 r.p.m.

g4 grinder
COUSepON3

- Expanding wheel.
- Shielding.
- Silent.
- Torque 2 nm.
- Motor power: 550 W.
- Power consumption: 550 W.
- Speed of rotation: 3000 r.p.m.
-  Weight of vacuum cleaner + cabinet  
options: 90 kg.

g3 grinder
ppgUNIpON

- Double head.
- Expanding wheel.
- Shielding.
- Turbine suction.
- Torque 1.9 nm.
- Motor power: 600 W.
- Power consumption: 1000 W.
- Speed of rotation: 2850 r.p.m.

Vacuum 
cleaner 
attachment
point on back  
of grinder

3.  Vacuum cleaner 
attachment point at rear 
of grinder

 options:
1.  Vacuum 

cleaner 
2. Cabinet g4

boot-holder
COUCHSabO

SHell StretcHINg

grINDerS

SHell & lINerS HeAtINg

eASy WorkINg

toolS toolS

bootlAb 3
CMaLbbL30SeTbOOT13 Set bOOTLab  

CMaLbbL30SOC bootlab plate (incl. Yeti)   
CMaLbbL30Sab bootholder(incl.opener)   

CMaLbbL30SUp Inclinator
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bAgS

The Sidas Boot Bag is an ultra-light bag designed to hold one pair of ski boots.  
It is made from water and dirt-resistant fabric and reinforced to protect the contents.
It opens at the top for easy access to your boots. It also has a side pocket for storing 
accessories.
Soft bag, 1 front zip pocket, 1 side pocket. 4 plastic reinforcement strips  
on the underside. 
Composition: Yellow Tarpaulin and nylon.

Dimensions: 40 x 42.5 x 24 cm

promotion tool: 
your logo printed on the bag.  
- Min. 50 units 
- Format : 20 x 23 cm

The hotdryer Boot Bag is an ultra-light ski boot warming bag.
It comes with a hotdryer, which you can use to warm and dry your ski boots in the car 
or at home. It is made from water- and dirt-resistant fabric and reinforced to protect 
the bag contents.
It opens at the side for easy access to your boots and the hotdryer, which is in  
the top of the bag. It is very easy to use: simply plug in the hotdryer and the two 
blowers automatically blow hot air into the bottom of your boots. 
You can also store lots of accessories in the two side pockets (earphones, gloves, 
goggles, sunglasses, etc.).
Soft bag, 2 front zip pockets, 1 side pocket. 4 plastic reinforcement strips on  
the underside. Removable strap.
Composition: Yellow Tarpaulin and nylon.

Dimensions: 40 x 43 x 28 cm

The Flight Boot Bag is a practical wheeled bag that enables skiers to take their ski 
boots as hand luggage when travelling by air. It comprises two compartments,  
one for your ski boots and the other for your personal belongings.
This practical piece of luggage is ideal for short-haul flights. The ski boot compartment 
can be removed, enabling you to use the bag when travelling at other times too. 
Soft bag, 2 reinforced rollerblade-type wheels, retractable top handle, 2 front zip 
pockets, net compartment separator.
Composition: Polyester 600D.

Hand luggage dimensions: 55 x 35 x 25 cm

bAgS

boot bAg aSaCSKI13 WITHOUT SHOp LOgO   
aSaCSKI13_ _  WITH SHOp LOgO

HotDryer boot bAg  aSaCHOTdRYeR13
 INCLUdeS a HOTdRYeR

FlIgHt boot bAg aSaCFLIgHT13



360°

SidAS

demo

diSplAyS

educAtionAl HeAt

www.sidas.com

Anti-vibration

Alignement 
du corps 

et des pieds

X

Ampoules ?

Mal aux tibias ?

Echauffements ?

les semelles Sidas, 
" your foot company "

LA SOLUTION : 

Comfort

Soutien du pied

CERTIFIED

DEALER
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one3 Set PoP
HeMKONe3pOp_02 eN
HeMKONe3pOp_05 FR
HeMKONe3pOp_01 de

POP designed to show
the benefits of warming
insoles in-store.
Connected to the electricity
supply.  
Touch and feel the gentle, 
constant, even heat
given off by the insole.

Sidas brand tool for use 
in the store window or for 
placing next to the sandals  
in store.

Sticker specially designed
for shop windows.

Small flag SIDAS ®.
Delivered with mat and base.
Dimensions:  
2.30 m x 0.60 m.

Dimensions: 80 cm x 60 cm.

Max. capacity: 120 packs.

Dimensions: 200 cm x 200 cm.

Max. capacity: 120 packs. Max. capacity: 30 packs.

Sidas logo transfer to be affixed                                                                          
to all types of textile using                                                                                
an iron. Pack of 5.

mArketINg & commuNIcAtIoNmArketINg & commuNIcAtIoN

• 3feet toolS - see marketing 3feet
• blAck project toolS - see marketing blAck project

Demokit 
- WINter+ CSESPDkWIn12

- WINter+  Slim CSESPDkWSL12

-  WINter 3Feet High  
CSE3FDkWhI12

-  WINter 3Feet mid  
CSE3FDkWMI12

-  WINter 3Feet low  
CSE3FDkWLOW2

- WINter 3D CSE3DDkWIn12

Insole Demokit 
for Demobox 
CMKKFKddb

Demobox
CMKKdbSId

Anatomical feet 
CMKpVpa

Foot skeleton
CMKpVpS

DVD technical processes
CMKTeCHpRdVd

technical processes  
check list - pack of 10
CMKTeCHpR

PoP for  
Foot guide
CMKpOpFOOTg

Foot guide 360°
CMKFOOTgFW12

360° DVD kit
CMKdVd360

Poster 360°
CMKpOS160 
dimensions : 50x70 cm.

Sidas brand tool
FWSaMKbRaNdTOOL12

Hot stamp sticker
CMKKFKHOTSTaMp

Facing for 
maxi Display
CMKpVTFaCI12

PoP for  
maxi Display
CMKpVTpOp12

Sidas banner
CMKSIdaSbaNNeR12

banner Foot 
Warming System 
CMKbaNFOOTWaRM13

Sidas booth
CMKSIdaSbOOTH12

Sidas cube
CMKSIdaSCUbe12

Sidas gilet
SIMKgILSIdaS

Shop window sticker
CMKSTIWINd12

Small stickers 
Pack of 10
CMKSTISMaL12

big stickers  
Pack of 5
CMKSTISbIg12

carpet
CMKpVTapIS12

carpet corner
CMKpVTapISgF

Flame
CMKpVFLaMSI

mini Display
CMKpVMINdI12

mid Display 
CMKpVMIddI12

maxi Display
CMK3ddISpL12
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3feet®

WInTER Custom Race

PRO

CLaSSIC V2

PERFORManCE

CX-MaX

HIgH

WInTER
Custom Pro Mesh CLaSSIC FLEX

WInTER Custom Pro TRanSFOaM

CX-PROWInTER Custom Wide

One3

TRanSFOaM FLEX

MID

WInTER Custom Ski

Central Woman h

Shaped Gel Pad

VECTOR 120WInTER+

WInTER+ Slim

nanO

Central hIGh

X3

LoW

WInTER 3D Central LOW

Gel Pad

Rental 3D Central hIGh Slim

IMPaCTSanisol 3D Central OVERLaP

aSS
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Sizes Insoles Socks Shell Central 
Woman H

Thermo 
innerboots 

PU 
innerboots

PU 
Classic  
V2

Tongue
sizes

foam set
colors
(tongue)

MP EUR US UK

SIze & FoAm cHArt
Insoles Heat Innerboots On skin Black Project

mAPPINg




